Concentra/Conversa.
544/600 range

Flexible offices are all about understated tables that allow you to work, hold meetings around, study at, have meals
or spread out party fare on … Large and small, compact or long versions are required, or in other words all-rounders.
Table ranges Concentra and Conversa have been developed to respond to these demands. With its round table legs
and curved corners, one is more appropriate for less formal design concepts. And with its square table legs and
narrow edges, the other is better suited to more professional backdrops.
A modular system of corner angles, under frames, capitals and table legs lies at the heart of the design of the two ranges.
The underframe is set back and the table-leg capitals are positioned lower, creating a space that suggests the table
tops are floating on air. Fine lines separate the different elements of the frame and are form- and force-fitted with just one
screw per connection. As a result, the highly precise and very stable structure becomes a design element. The stylish
profiles are achieved by applying top-class materials. Underframes and table legs consist of very strong steel tube and the
connecting elements are made of die-cast zinc. Therefore, table formats of 75 x 75 to 200 x 100, or also the particularly
versatile format of 160 x 160 centimetres, are possible. The result is a good-value desk for two, a table for a project group,
or part of a conference system.
Coated or bright chrome-plated frame surfaces, directly coated, laminated, or veneered wooden panels offer a wide
range of design options. The tables might be used in offices for one, project or recreational rooms, for seminars and
meetings, or even in prestigious conference facilities or executive offices.

Concentra/Conversa
Design: wiege

Concentra/Conversa
Design: wiege

Bright chrome-plated frame,
white laminate tabletop

Bright chrome-plated frame,
ash tabletop

Awards

The two table ranges offer versatile furnishing and design options for a range of different uses. Tables for writing on or holding courses
at, for cafeterias and meetings, to conference systems and executive offices with a certain gravitas are just some of the possibilities.
Tables are created to precisely match different applications in a consistent design throughout. This principle doesn’t just encourage a
similar design concept, but also makes facility management easier.

Powder coated under frame in black, table legs and capitals optionally powder coated in black, white or silver,
optionally bright chromium-plated as well.

Tabletops made of 19 mm thick E-1 plywood boards, optionally directly coated, covered with laminate or veneered with real wood.

Added power supply – cable risers and cable tracks can be attached
at any time underneath the plywood tabletops. They can also be
removed again if the table is needed for another purpose.

As a standard, threaded bores have been applied to the underframes, so that more accessories can be fitted, such as modesty
panels, or fold-out table-table-connectors.



Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com
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Product safety and sustainability: certificates, standards, memberships. Visit the Wilkhahn website for more information.
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